
Résumés and 
Cover Letters

Creating a Professional Practice
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Résumé Purpose
Provides (often) initial, professional 
presentation of self

Facilitates introduction to interview

Leaves written reference following interview

Potential job for employee (full-time, part-time)

Potential contract work for independent 
contractor
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Résumé Characteristics

Exudes professionalism

Easy to read:  white space, fonts, 
separators

Contains action-oriented verbs and 
phrases

Well edited:  no typing or spelling/
grammar errors

Brief:  1 page ideal, 2 pages max

Drove successful 
completion of…

Demonstrated 
proficiency in…

Contributed to 
measurable gain in…

Facilitated positive 
outcome of…
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Résumé Formats

Chronological

Best when relevant experience is substantial

Functional

Emphasizes talents/abilities, professional 
interests, and potential 

Best when experience is lacking
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Résumés:  Examples (1)

Chronological

(Most recent experience first)
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Résumés:  Examples (2)

Functional
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Résumé Content

Objective

Skills/professional profile

Differentiate yourself

Highlight how YOU are the best candidate

Include modalities but NOT as a stand-alone 
“grocery list”

Avoid listing courses specific to an institution

Do NOT include goals

Adept in blending 
neuromuscular 
therapy and Deep 
Tissue Sculpting to 
effectively relieve 
low back pain in 
active clients

Experienced in 
treating muscle 
strain due to neck 
injuries utilizing 
CranioSacral 
Therapy

Provide effective 
pre- and post-event 
treatments utilizing 
Tui Na and Sports 
Massage to enhance 
sports performance 

Create a sense of 
calmness and well-
being in perinatal 
mothers through 
pregnancy massage
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Résumé Content (2)
Work experience

Diverse client experience, both technical and 
interpersonal

Broad-based work habits and skills:  time/
money/resource management, accountability

Education

List institutions and chronology

Include Degree names, specializations, 
certifications
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SN Résumé Worksheets
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SN Résumé Worksheets (2)
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Cover Letter Purpose

Provides personal connection to résumé as an 
initial approach

Always paired with a résumé

Exudes professionalism and consistency with 
résumé (format, style, tone)

Should resonate with authenticity; avoid 
clichés
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Cover Letter Contents (1)

Basic business letter format

Return address (of sender) with date

Inside address (of recipient)

Greeting

Body

Closure

Signature between closure and printed name
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Cover Letter Contents (2)

Address to a specific person and/or title

State desired outcome in first paragraph

Reason for writing/applying

How the opportunity was discovered

Should be brief, focused, and specific

Give brief self-introduction; conveys enthusiasm, 
passion, and professionalism
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Cover Letter Contents (3)

Explain specific value-added by YOU

Quality technical and personal service

How you will impact bottom-line profitability 
(employer’s WIIFM)

Provide strong, directive close

Offer time frame for follow-up call or meeting

Use positive, assertive language
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Cover Letter Examples

A little too concise
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Cover Letter Examples (2)

Strong close

Self introduction

Specific value-added

Personal greeting

{
{
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